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Foreword

Politics continue to influence artists working across all genres, remaining a major concern for many artists in Pakistan. Yeh Pyara Parcham* deals with 
conflicts, potential and ensuing, that have gripped the region and much of the globe. Translated, Yeh Pyara Parcham means ‘this beloved flag’; what we see 
is how the artist deftly revisions national emblems in light of current political turmoil and socio-economics of the country, while retaining elements that make 
each beloved banner so recognizable.

Muhammad Zeeshan also continues his fascinating portrayal of the anti-miniature in Yeh Pyara Parcham. Known for violent and disturbing imagery with 
beautifully rendered paintings creating a palpable tension, Muhammad Zeeshan, has swapped the smooth burnished surface of the wasli for the coarse 
ground of industrial sandpapers by rubbing layer upon layer of oil and chalk pastels, alternated with fixative, onto its surface. A meticulous and vigorous 
process that creates something akin to the anti-miniature is an institutional critique of miniature painting by reversing its process.

Yeh Pyara Parcham is one tough body of work! - Very charged, very powerful, and energetic. It is a comment on the socio-political scenario of today’s global 
diplomatic interaction.

 

 

 

 

Abid Merchant

__________________________
* Originally intended to be shown at Art Dubai 2018, however, due to circumstances beyond control, Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo presentation at Art Dubai 2018 had to be 
changed at the last moment and Yeh Pyara Parcham is now being exhibited in Karachi.



Statement

Tom Wesselmann’s “Great American Nude #92” was my inspiration behind “Lets Make a Great Pattern” (2007) which then led to my painting titled “Aik So 
Aik” (2007), which shows one hundred vultures and the American flag, both exhibited in my solo presentation at Anant Art, India.

“In God We Trust” (2007), the very words that appear on every United States Dollar bill was my reaction to the slogan Sab Se Pehle Pakistan. Exhibited in 
2008 at Gemak/GemeenteMuseum and Art Dubai’s Art Park Project, “In God We Trust”, is the visual of an American flag with red, blue and white reflective 
stickers cut from stencils used by those decorating trucks and buses in Pakistan and spell out Ya Allah Khair (Allah protect us), Ya Allah Madad (Allah help us) 
and Ya Allah Reham (Allah have mercy).

In my performances titled “Flag Ceremony” (2007 & 2008 at Braziers International Artist’s Workshop and Art Dubai’s Art Park Project respectively), Coke, Diet 
Coke and Pepsi cans were arranged on shelves to resemble the American flag. The audience was encouraged to take a can of soda. I wanted to see whether 
the audience is enjoying or consuming or …

My interest in the American flag is a direct result of the political situation in Pakistan. Whatever happens we blame America and hold it responsible.

“A Colligation (Isolated Facts)” (2008), which is in the permanent collection of British Museum and was also exhibited at Art Dubai and Pacific Asia Art 
Museum Pasadena, is a set of miniature paintings bound into a book depicting ten flags as a network of thread like painted lines. Painted on both sides of 
each ‘page’ of the book, the flags are copiously covered by punctured holes. The idea behind it was the concept of isolated facts being brought together to 
reveal a pattern. This was much more in the spirit of what I saw happening. 

“In God We Trust” (2015), from the show “Silsila 2015” at Sanat Gallery, Pakistan I once again reconfigured the image of the American flag constituting stars 
and stripes with text that plea for mercy and help from Allah – invocations that all Muslims are accustomed to when faced with adversity or danger. This 
time instead of the reflective stickers, I used graphite on sandpaper, a medium that I employ in my series titled “Dying Miniature” which operates to create a 
‘situation’ where there is a continuum of ‘vs.’ regarding what I know miniature technique to be. This locates a field where my curiosity of ‘what ifs’ regarding 
soft and harsh; white with black; burnished with abrasive; detail with silhouette; small vs. large; private vs. industrial institute themselves. These questions 
have allowed an investigation of probabilities and possibilities where I achieved to burnish the works on a coarse surface as opposed to using the traditional 
method of using a burnished surface to create works.

On the occasion of Pakistan’s 70th Independence Day, I did a performance titled “Refreshment” (2017) at Sanat Gallery, Pakistan where a structure of shelves 
transformed into the flag of Pakistan, through strategically placed green and white cans of Pakola – a soft drink produced and packaged in Pakistan. The 
performance looked at the relationship and role that audience plays in how art is understood, and/or consumed. “In God We Trust” (2017), the Pakistan flag 
replaced the American flag. 

“Yeh Pyara Parcham” (2018) obtains inspiration from visuals that hold my interest, juxtaposing them together, prompting the spectator to reflect upon and 
playing a game of probability of sorts to create a conversation. Maybe I am an illustrator!

Muhammad Zeeshan
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What’s in a Flag?

In “Imagined Communities”, Benedict Anderson’s most well known scholarly work, he mentions the concept of a nation that is created through various 
practices in the imagination of its inhabitants. Anderson’s classic definition of a nation ‘is an imagined political community – imagined as both inherently 
limited and sovereign’1 . By this he means that the community thinks of itself as linked through a political central force, which takes many forms – monarchy, 
democracy, theocracy or dictatorship. In addition, it Is always a ‘limited’ community i.e. it must end in some border which itself is in opposition to another 
border – and finally, it must have recognition to rule and exist within this border by the other nations.

Hobsbawm further expands for us to understand how the nation takes shape as a force. He proposes the idea of an ‘invented tradition’ i.e. the idea that 
these identities are invented in the sense of not being fake or unreal but existing through social engineering so much so that they become a part of the 
consciousness of the citizen. The state creates a historical link to the present through the celebration of certain holidays or commemorations of individuals 
– or even harkening back to ancient civilizations that are drastically different. It manufactures an identity based on the use of symbols such as anthems, flags 
and currency.

As Hobsbawm notes: ‘invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices, normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or symbolic 
nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past.

I speak of this theoretical framework to allow for a way to investigate Muhammad Zeeshan’s body of work on display in this exhibition – where he deploys 
the imagery of the popular as navigated through one of those most potent invented  traditions – flags of nations – which are usually markers of symbolism 
and history and used to rally entire populations. In this regard, the symbol of the flag becomes a potent recognizable reminder of how people subscribe to 
nationhood as an anxious identity continuously under negotiation for them.

Muhammad Zeeshan’s varied practice emerges from his own history and training as a billboard painter and then later his education at the National College 
of Arts in Lahore, where he was rigorously trained in the miniature tradition. Over the past twenty years, numerous artists from Pakistan have been able to 
employ and subvert the language of the miniature and expand the domain to investigate multiple ideas. Muhammad, while belonging to this category of 
artists, has also expanded the domain of his practice to bring his various influences to create a truly unique practice. While various other elements of his 
practice have been discussed at length, I am particularly interested in the way he uses the language of the vernacular and the popular in his making and its 
intersection with ideologies of the market and mass consumption.

I have written before on the artist’s Posternama and Safarnama series, where he investigates the use of syncretic and localized imagery, and how it translates 
and evolves over space and time, across different registers of nation and culture. Images of the Buraq or Hindu gods in this regard, do not really remain 
within the domain of a single school of thought but are spliced and re-imagined, usually in surprisingly similar ways, across South Asia. In a time of communal 
politics, and hardened religious identities, this work showcases a potential to remind ourselves of histories of syncretic, but also that popular imagery is a 
continuous process of borrowing and co-opting.

In this regard, the flag is both an invented tradition but also a popular image – where many nations borrow similar imagery from each other around shared 
ideas. The crescent, for example, is part of many nations with Islamic heritage, while Arab nations continuously use four colours – red, black, green and white 
– denoting their similarities and shared roots around ideologies of pan-arabism. The flag is perhaps the most innately symbolic of the markers of the nation 
and denotes its ideologies, dreams and aspirations.

Aziz Sohail

__________________________
  1Imagined Communities – Benedict Anderson



Muhammad Zeeshan has been interested in the artistic possibilities of subverting the flag for many years. His recent project at Sanat Gallery in 2017, marking 
70 years of partition or independence, used the popular Pakistani drink ‘Pakola’ to create the flag of the country. Pakola is used as a marker of Pakistani 
identity and plays up this role through its green beverage colour and marketing campaigns. The name literally means ‘Pakistan cola’ – in this regard, the 
artist subverts the idea of the nation (and also comments on the market), by inviting the audience to pick up a free drink of Pakola – as a celebration of 
independence, but as their own complicity as mass homogenous consumers of market (and ideology). The 2017 work in the exhibition ‘Refreshment’ built 
upon an earlier work made for Art Dubai Art Park project in 2008 which similarly deployed Pepsi & Coca Cola that are now globally prevalent and iconic 
American beverages and placed it within the flag of the USA. Earlier, the artist had used the language of safety, hope and dream – again in Islamic eschatology 
to create the flags of Pakistan and the USA – commenting on stereotypes around the state of the nations and their place in the world.

For the current body of work – Muhammad melds both the symbolism of the flag as well as its iteration with the current nations in the world. He uses the 
language of satire to push through his ideas – which may create discomfort and speculation for the viewer. In this regard, he also deploys the use of the 
‘popular’ in terms of media portrayal and stereotypes around nations.

A visual analysis of the flag representing the United States reveals a background of one of the defining images of the 21st century – the attack on the Twin 
Towers of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. This act and image has defined how a whole generation has grown up and thought about their 
life – while defining the USA foreign policy agenda over the last two decades. The image of 9/11 thus is a collective, popular imagination – which heralded the 
end of a pax Americana, and created new ruptures.

Imposed upon the image, and following the contours of the USA flag is the text ‘Be and it is’ – an adage from the Abrahamic tradition which denotes the 
creation of the world and power of God as an all supreme force. The power of an Almighty God in the sense of how it pervades and understanding of 
the creation of the world is influential in not just the Islamic but also Christian and Jewish liturgical elements – again a marker of how religious thinking 
transcends identities and evolves into new temporal and spatial ideas. Rather than speaking about the gulf between religions, where the current war of the 
USA is showcased as a Christian/Jewish vs. Islamic ideologies, this text speaks about the shared histories (and violences) of all the three Abrahamic faiths.

In this regard the statement ‘Be’ could refer to the Taliban, or whoever was ultimately responsible for the attack – and their hope that with with one act, they 
brought destruction into an imperial order. It could also refer to the USA itself, which due to this act, went at war with new nations, with the hope of easy 
victory, and is now mired in long-term conflicts that it cannot extricate itself out of. The continued anxiety and linkages between these two ideologies adds 
irony to the artist’s work and is a continued theme in the whole series.

Irony is also present in the imagery of ‘new empire’ i.e. the flag of China. Again, the artist uses the image of Mao – which is part of popular consciousness. 
Mao is considered the architect of modern communist China and his image, in this particular pose, which heralds him as divinity in an otherwise atheist state 
acts as an ‘invented popular tradition’ for the state. Printed on posters and other memorabilia this image is part of backdrops, rallies, commemorations and 
more. Andy Warhol, one of the founders of Pop art in the west was known for depicting the image of Mao and co-opting. In this regard, Muhammad Zeeshan 
also takes this idea forward with two mirror images of this iconic individual overlaid with ‘Made in China’.

China’s global rise has been fermented due to its massive industrialization process, and ‘Made in China’ captured the late 20th century economy – becoming 
synonymous with a model of growth, cheap labour, hard work and social engineering – in many ways borrowing from Mao’s philosophy. It was also at paradox 
with his socialist principles, as the country adopted neo-liberal capitalist ideologies. While China continues to promote and include Mao as an inspiration and 
architect of the modern state, it continues to depart from his principles and form new ways of ‘popular slogans’ – this time through the labour of capitalism.

While these works are satirical and ironic, some other flags are a more sobering and darker commentary on our times. The two that stand out are the Israeli 
and the Palestinian flags which must be seen in dialogue with each other. The contestation over former Ottoman Palestine due to the follies and dark legacies



of colonialism have left their great scars in this section of the world. The Balfour declaration and subsequent events have allowed for occupation to continue 
unchecked. In this regard, the Israeli flag – as the Promised Land believed by the Jewish people, and also in some ways promised to them by the British, is the 
motto of the land and flag of Israel.

Israel’s national anthem and other ideologies center on the notion of the ‘Hatikva’ i.e. ‘The Hope’ – the hope of 2000 years of this promised land. So 
pervasive and popular is this belief, that it is almost mythological – in some ways as popular beliefs retain their power and then are co-opted by the 
nation state. In this regard, the Palestinian flag stands in contrast as ‘Promised’ – but without the Land. A conceptual borderless nation – which has been 
continuously agreed upon but not delivered.

Another sobering work is the the flag of Syria. One of the champions of pan Arabism, Syria is now the site of the 21st century’s perhaps most devastating 
and brutal conflicts. Since 2011, due to the discontents of the Arab Spring, the war has now displaced over half the population, and killed an estimated 
500,000 individuals and spawned one of the most severe refugees crises in recent history. In an age of hard borders, these refugees have had to go through 
unimaginable challenges to find safe ground in Europe – which has led to soul searching and new dialogues and interventions.

The imposition of the Islamic travel prayer translates to ‘Glory unto Him Who created this transportation, for us, though we were unable to create it on our 
own. And unto our Lord we shall return.’

This prayer, which again acts as a sort of mass slogan for most Muslims who are traveling – and can be regularly heard in some of the airlines as well, takes on 
a double meaning. The Syrian people were literally unable to create this transport on their own – and have been forced literally to escape. In some ways, they 
are beseeching God to bless them on this journey – literally of death – and through this journey they are most likely to return to Him.

This text is overlaid on a background image of exploring ships in the age of Discovery that also sought to discover new lands in a time of imagination and 
uncertainty. Those ships would eventually discover the new world – and also led to the great slave trade in the Middle Passage. Those slaves were also 
abducted and forced to travel against their will – and their stories and images have captured the imagination of art and culture for centuries – much in the 
same way as the current refugee crisis. Themes of displacement, brought upon by force – is thus layered doubly in this specific work. 

Earlier wars of the West take form in the flag of Afghanistan, where the destruction of the Buddhas of Bamyan is overlaid with ‘In God We Trust’ both in 
English as seen in the dollar note, as well as Arabic to reference the concept of Allah as the Most Trustworthy – showcased through one of the 99 names Al-
Wakeel. This adage to a God in both nations – one seemingly secular and progressive, and another Islamic and extremist and their confluence of ideologies 
leads to the literal destruction of another God itself – which is part of Afghani heritage and culture. In this regard, the current status of certain nations as 
bereft and constantly in conflict is also a sobering reminder of helplessness and contradictions of our world.

At first sight – the works by Muhammad appear to be simple, but deeper investigation creates layered meanings that at once comment on the pervasive and 
extremely strong ideologies of the nation. The artist builds upon a continued series of work around the theme of the flag as a popular symbol that is at once 
linked to and dependent upon the forces of the market and the ability of its people to consume it, to deploy it and comment on the state of the world in new 
ways. He also continues to expand upon his interests on popular imagery and mass consumption – viewing his audience as part of the experience – for them 
the works must remain accessible, in ways that national ideologies are. In doing so, he ensures that in some ways, the access of layers only exists for those 
who have the capacity to do so – and therefore to wield influence in promoting these ideologies in the first place – for good or worse. 



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 107 x 183 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 179 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print, acrylic and oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 180 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 100 x 132 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 86 x 132 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 177 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and oil pastel on sandpaper, 89 x 133 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 178 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 76 x 132 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 180 cm



The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 25 x 47 cm (each part)



Muhammad Zeeshan (b. 1980, Mirpurkhas, Pakistan), BFA - Miniature Painting (2003), National College of Arts, Lahore
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